According to the Neodarwinian theory, biological evolution depends (1) on the availability of genetic variants, (2) on natural selection exerted on all available forms of life and (3) on geographical and reproductive isolation. The now available methodology of molecular genetics enables us to explore the molecular nature of genetic variation. It has become clear that many different molecular mechanisms contribute to the overall production of alterations in DNA sequences. These mechanisms can be classified into three conceptually different natural strategies of genetic variation. These strategies differ in the quality of their contributions to biological evolution. Alterations in genomic DNA sequences can imply either (1) a small local sequence change or (2) the intragenomic rearrangement of DNA segments or (3) the acquisition of a DNA segment from another kind of organism by horizontal gene transfer. Combinations of these strategies can also be seen in single processes.
Introduction
The aim of this article is to provide insights in today's scientific knowledge on the ongoing process of biological evolution. In search for a still better understanding of this complex global process, novel mathematically-based modelling and computational analysis might offer research strategies that are complementary to those presently available. As in any scientific investigation, the researchers should be prepared for the unexpected and they should also be ready to adapt existing theories and views to the best fit with both strong and weak observational and experimental evidence. This rule has also been followed in the elaboration of the elements for a theory of molecular evolution that is discussed below. Some of the views defended here have so far not yet been widely discussed by the scientific community. A mathematical treatment of selected aspects of these views might be expected to provide additional elements for a further improvement of the present form of what one could call Molecular Darwinism.
Evolutionary biology: Historical development and definitions
In a time span of 15 years around the 1860s three branches of today's life sciences took their origin. These are (1) Darwin's theory of natural selection (1859) representing the root of evolutionary biology, (2) Mendel's law of the inheritance of phenotypic traits from generation to generation (1866) representing the root of genetics, and (3) Miescher's characterization of nucleic acids (1874) representing the root of nucleic acids biochemistry. During many decades these three branches of science were further developed relatively slowly and independently. It is only around 1940 that the so-called modern evolutionary synthesis elaborated the close interrelations between the theory of evolution and classical genetics [1] . In the resulting Neodarwinian theory of evolution it is the spontaneously occurring genetic variations that represent together with their parental forms the substrate for natural selection. Until that time higher multicellular organisms were the object of scientific studies in both genetics and evolutionary biology. But in the 1940s it became clear that prokaryotic microorganisms, bacteria and their viruses, also have genes that are transferred to their progeny and that can undergo genetic variation. Within only ten years three basic principles of microbial genetics were discovered. The first of these principles was genetic transformation [2] , i.e. the active or passive uptake of segments of DNA from the environment followed by the integration of the transferred genetic information into the genome of the recipient cell. In some of these experimental investigations the free DNA molecules from genetically distinct donor cells were carefully purified from all attached proteins, so that genetic transformation gave the first clear evidence that genetic information is carried on DNA molecules. Besides by transformation, donor DNA can also be transferred naturally between two genetically distinct bacterial strains either by conjugation [3] requiring an intimate contact between the donor cell and the recipient cell or by virus-mediated transduction [4] . In this latter case, a viral particle serves as a natural vector for genetic information of the donor cell. This information becomes sometimes established in the genome of the recipient cell following the infection by the transducing virus.
Only a few years after the start of genetic investigations with bacteria, Watson and Crick [5] presented the model of the double helical structure of DNA molecules. According to this model, DNA molecules are long linear filaments formed by two anti-parallel DNA filaments. These filaments are chains of nucleotides (or bases) of which four different kinds are found, namely: adenine (A), cytosine (C), guanine (G) and thymine (T). According to their structural properties, or conformation, these building blocks of DNA form specific base pairs (A-T and G-C) in the doublestranded DNA molecules. This fact can explain that genetic information is carried in specific linear sequences of bases (in the single strand of DNA) or of base pairs (in the double-stranded DNA molecules). The model can also explain the proper transfer of genetic information from a parental DNA molecule to its two progeny DNA molecules upon DNA replication, where the enzyme-mediated incorporation of bases into the newly synthesized strand is guided by specific base pairing [6] .
Largely on the basis of microbial genetics and of the knowledge that genetic information is carried on DNA molecules, a new branch of genetics has been elaborated in the last 50 years: molecular genetics that has more recently also become known as genomics. Also, the accumulated knowledge on molecular genetics, particularly with the rich set of information from microbial genetics, represents today the basis for a new synthesis between molecular genetics and the Neodarwinian theory of evolution. On the basis of this synthesis the molecular mechanisms involved in genetic variation can be unravelled. This can allow us to explain the dynamics of biological evolution. Before we look at the results of such studies it could be useful to discuss some current definitions and underlying concepts.
In classical genetics, a mutation, for which we use here the term genetic variant as a synonym, is defined as an altered phenotypic trait that is distinct from the traits of the parental organisms and which becomes transferred into the progeny of the carrier of the altered trait. Now we know that phenotypic traits largely depend on the genetic information carried by the organism, but to some extent also on environmental factors. On the level of the genetic information a genetic variation is normally linked to an alteration of the genomic DNA sequences. This can be within an open reading frame for the biosynthesis of a specific gene product (usually a protein), in a DNA sequence involved in the control of gene expression, in the information for some functionally relevant RNA molecule, or in some other control element on DNA molecules, such as those relevant for DNA replication. It is molecular genetics and DNA sequence analysis that can explore the underlying question on the specific involvement of genomic sequences in Fig. 1 . Schematic representation of the concept of Neodarwinian evolution with its three pillars: mutation/genetic variation, natural selection and isolation. In the lower left part molecular mechanisms involved in the generation of genetic variants are assigned to three qualitatively distinct natural strategies that can alter the genomic information. From [7] . mutants under study. It is known that a particular phenotypic trait can depend in many cases on more than one specific gene product. This kind of complexity has to be considered in the assignment of phenotypic alterations to specific genes and their products.
DNA sequence analysis can detect any altered DNA sequences distinct from those of their parental genome. As a result of such comparisons and also for conceptual reasons we know that, by far, not all alterations within the genomic DNA sequences become manifest by an altered phenotype. We have to be aware that this fact has led to two different definitions of the term mutation. While in classical genetics it refers, as we have seen, to an altered phenotype, it has recently become a common habit in molecular genetics to define any alteration in the DNA sequences as a mutation. We must also be aware that some mutations become phenotypically manifest only under particular life conditions.
The Neodarwinian theory of evolution in a glimpse
Neodarwinism resides on three pillars (see upper part of Fig. 1 ):
1. Genetic variation, that reflects a reduced genetic stability, is the driving force of biological evolution. Without the occasional generation of genetic variants there would not be any biological evolution, and all organisms of a given species would be clones. 2. Natural selection that results from the way by which organisms cope with the encountered environment. Natural selection is exerted in the context of populations. In the free nature these are usually mixed populations of many different species, each containing besides their parental forms also their accumulated genetic variants. Note that for any given organism, the constraints of the environment depend both on the physico-chemical nature of the environment and on the biological activities exerted by all the other forms of life present in the ecosystem. Under experimental laboratory conditions natural selection can be more straightly explored by propagating a single type of organism in an environment with controlled parameters.
3. Natural selection, together with the genetic set-up of the organisms (parental forms and their genetic variants) that are present in an ecosystem, can be seen as the determinants of the direction(s) that biological evolution takes. The third pillar of Neodarwinism is isolation. Both geographical and reproductive isolation can modulate the evolutionary process.
In the following sections we will focus our attention on the driving force of biological evolution, that is, to the molecular mechanisms involved in the generation of genetic variants (Fig. 1 ).
Methods serving to explore molecular mechanisms of genetic variation/spontaneous mutagenesis
We must be aware that the spontaneous generation of a genetic variant is and must be a relatively rare and not precisely reproducible event. It is thus quite difficult to see it happen. Scientific studies are, in general, based on a comparison of the parental DNA sequences with those of a genetic variant. This scheme can be followed literally in studies with bacteria that carry relatively small genomes, and with viral genomes. Alternatively, comparison of DNA sequences from evolutionarily more or less related organisms can reveal the accumulated DNA sequence alterations since the evolutionary separation of the considered organisms. Increasingly, this latter research strategy becomes applied as more and more genomic sequences become available in data banks. In general, one can thereby identify many particular sequence differences in the compared genomes and often several differences between compared homologous genes. This renders precise insights into single events of mutagenesis difficult. Therefore, data and knowledge that have accumulated in 60 years of bacterial and bacteriophage genetics are very welcome to improve our understanding of molecular mechanisms serving in the generation of spontaneous DNA sequence alterations. Besides the relatively small size of their genomes, into which the genes are relatively densely packed, these microorganisms show additional advantages for such evolutionary studies. Their genomes are haploid so that the phenotypes of novel mutations become rapidly manifest if they affect an essential function. Under optimized growing conditions, the generation time from one generation to the next by cell division is typically of the order of about 30 min. This enormously speeds up any experimental approach and it allows one to carry out population genetic experiments within a few days. In experiments with Escherichia coli bacteria in exponential growth, one can observe the appearance of one new genetic variant per several hundred cells in each generation. This leads to the formation of mixed populations composed of the parental types and an increasing number of different genetic variants. According to the Darwinian rules these populations are steadily submitted to the pressure of natural selection, by which favourable mutants encounter a selective advantage and can at the long term overgrow the rest of the population. In contrast, unfavourable mutants become eliminated from growing populations relatively fast, while neutral or silent mutations show neither a selective advantage nor a selective disadvantage as compared to their parents. It is generally observed that only a small minority of new genetic variants can find selective advantage and can thus contribute to the evolutionary progress. Many more novel mutants encounter a selective disadvantage, while a relatively large number of DNA sequence alterations results neither in a selective advantage nor in a selective disadvantage. These sequence alterations show no immediate effect on the biological functions of the organism in the particular environmental conditions in which the experimental studies are carried out.
A number of different specific molecular mechanisms contribute to the overall spontaneous DNA sequence alterations
One of the lessons to be taken from both observational and experimental investigations on the spontaneous generation of DNA sequence alterations is that there are several specific sources of mutagenesis rather than a single one [7] [8] [9] [10] . As we have already discussed, Fig. 1 depicts the three pillars of Neodarwinian evolution: natural selection, isolation and genetic variation. We will now focus our attention on this latter pillar, give short comments on some of the different sources of mutation and propose their classification into three qualitatively different natural strategies of genetic variation. Note that this presentation is not encyclopedic, it rather concentrates on specific examples.
The strategy of local sequence change
Many mutagenesis events result in DNA sequence alterations affecting only one or a few adjacent bases in the linear genetic script. Examples are the substitution of a parental nucleotide by another one, the deletion of one or a few nucleotides, the insertion of one or a few additional nucleotides, a scrambling of a few preexisting nucleotides, or finally a combination of these events. A possible source of such mutations can be an encounter with a chemical mutagen, but local mutations go probably most often back to a replication infidelity or to a low degree of chemical instability of nucleotides.
A frequent source of replication infidelity is tautomerism. It is known that the four nucleotides of DNA are normally in their standard sterical configuration. For short periods of time they can, however, assume tautomeric forms. Some of these cause a base pairing that differs from that of the standard form. Such alternative base pairs resulting upon DNA replication will rapidly become a mispairing when the tautomeric nucleotide assumes again its much more stable standard form. As a matter of fact, this kind of mutagenesis would seriously affect genetic stability, if living organisms would not possess enzymatic repair systems able to detect and properly repair novel mispairings. Only relatively few mispairings escape the repair and will give rise to a local substitution mutation.
The strategy of rearranging segments of DNA within the genome
Bacteria, as well as higher organisms, carry in their genomes genetic information for a number of different DNA recombination enzyme systems such as (a) for general recombination that brings about the recombination between extended homologous DNA sequences, (b) transposase catalysing the translocation of mobile genetic elements [11] and (c) for site-specific recombination that acts preferentially at short specific DNA sequences but with much lower frequencies also at many different, other target sequences. This latter process can give rise, by chance, to novel sequence fusions that can be of evolutionary relevance [12] . Without going into further details, let us just mention that DNA reshuffling can also bring about the deletion, the duplication or the inversion of a concerned segment of DNA in the genome. All such events can obviously be of evolutionary relevance.
The genetic information for these recombination activities is usually contained within the cellular genome. One can thus wonder if this represents a source of unfavorable instability of the genome. One has observed that most of these recombination systems normally act with only quite low frequencies. As a matter of fact, this is due to different control mechanisms that can act either at the level of transcription, at the level of translation or post-translationally. As a result, the level of active enzymes remains quite low. In addition, genomic DNA may not be easily accessible to cellular enzymes, which corresponds to an isolation phenomenon that modulates the frequency of genetic variation. However, under particular conditions and for limited periods of time, enzymes of some recombination systems may become more readily available and exert their function. A classical case is the meiotic homologous recombination that is at the origin of the uniqueness of the genome of animal and human germ lines. Genes for homologous recombination are also carried in the haploid bacterial genomes, but the level of the recombination enzymes remains low. However, this can suddenly change if the genomic DNA becomes broken, e.g. by the impact of a physical mutagen, such as irradiation. In the so-called SOS repair, recombination enzymes are made available and these can reassemble broken DNA segments by recombination between the two sister chromosomes that are usually present in propagating cells. As a general conclusion, one can state that enzymatic systems of recombination can contribute to genetic variation at the population level at rates tolerable for a healthy genetic stability and still useful for biological evolution by generating occasional genetic variants.
The strategy of DNA acquisition
Various mechanisms provide means that the cellular genome can acquire a DNA segment from another, more or less closely related organism. This phenomenon is also known as horizontal or lateral gene transfer. As a matter of fact, the principles of investigations in bacterial genetics referred to in Section 2 are based on gene transfer from a donor to a recipient cell. Lateral gene transfer occurs also in higher organisms, often by the intermediate of a natural gene vector such as a virus or a mobile genetic element. Endosymbiosis of an eukaryotic organism with microorganisms such as bacteria or viruses can also involve occasional gene transfer. Again, frequencies of DNA acquisition usually occur quite infrequently. Various mechanisms are likely to be involved in the control of these frequencies. Reproductive isolation strategies may contribute essentially to this control. In the bacterial world, so-called restriction and modification systems are very widespread [13] . These represent a kind of primitive immune system enabling a distinction to be made between the cells own DNA and invading foreign DNA. The latter then becomes broken into fragments shortly after penetrating into a restricting host. Only very occasionally a resulting DNA fragment may rapidly become integrated into the recipient genome so that it will escape complete inactivation by further degradation. In this light, enzymatic DNA restriction and modification systems can be seen as modulators of the frequency of DNA acquisition and at the same time as generators of genetic variation. As a matter of fact, broken ends of DNA fragments are known to be recombinogenic.
The three natural strategies to generate genetic variants differ in the quality of their contributions to the evolutionary progress
We propose that each of the three described natural strategies makes its own specific contribution to the generation of genetic diversity.
Nucleotide substitution and other small local changes in DNA sequences can contribute to the improvement of available biological functions. We must keep in mind that we define here as improvement those rather rare cases where a novel genetic variant proves to be favourable under the pressure of natural selection. In principle, one could consider that local sequence changes could also represent an occasional source for a novel biological activity. However, this might only become of practical relevance after the product of the considered DNA sequence has become a substrate for natural selection.
Intragenomic DNA rearrangements can be seen as a more or less random tinkering with available capacities. They can lead to the fusion of two previously independent functional domains and this could occasionally result in a new biological activity. We know indeed, from DNA sequencing, that homologous domains are sometimes shared by two otherwise independent instructions for gene products. Similarly, the fusion of DNA sequences can bring a given gene under a different element for the control of its expression. DNA rearrangements can also involve the duplication or the deletion of DNA segments. The evolutionary roles of such DNA sequence alterations are already well known.
In gene acquisition, two basic processes are sequentially involved. These are the horizontal transfer of genetic information from a donor to a recipient cell followed by the association (often by a recombination event) of the transferred DNA with the genome of the recipient organism. The resulting hybrid will then become submitted to the effect of natural selection. In beneficial cases the hybrid is sharing in successful developments made by others. Therefore, DNA acquisition is an effective and reliable evolutionary strategy. The success obviously depends on the use of the same genetic code by the donor and the recipient organisms. In view of the great effectivity of DNA acquisition, one might see in the DNA acquisition strategy a main reason for the today's universality of the genetic code that assigns specific meaning to triplets of adjacent nucleotides. In the course of early evolution various genetic codes might have been tried out. At the long term, occasional horizontal gene transfer with its beneficial influence for evolutionary progress could then have brought the selection for one of the codes and this could have led to the elimination of alternative codes. We cannot know if this corresponds to the historical reality, but we consider it as an interesting suggestion.
In view of the postulated role of DNA acquisition in the evolutionary progress, one should see the classical tree of evolution to have temporal horizontal connectors between different branches in order to account for occasional horizontal flux of genetic information [14] .
The theory of molecular evolution: An interpretation of accumulated insights into genetic variation
On the basis of available knowledge and supporting evidence on genetic variation, we will draw here a congruent picture of molecular evolution [15, 16] .
The relevance of nongenetic elements for the generation of genetic variants
It is well known that DNA molecules can occasionally become hit in a random encounter with either a chemical or a physical mutagen. Depending on the primary injury this can result in a local sequence change or in a DNA rearrangement. Another, very prominent cause of spontaneous mutagenesis, is the tautomerism of nucleotides as we have outlined in Section 5.1. Still another source of local sequence changes is a certain degree of chemical instability of nucleotides. Last, but not least, we propose that conformational flexibilities of biological molecules involved in the interaction between proteins and nucleic acids can also give rise to genetic variants either upon DNA recombination, in particular in site-specific recombination and transposition, or upon DNA replication. Any of the situations enumerated here are eventually caused by intrinsic properties of matter composing the interacting molecules and agents. The theory of molecular evolution postulates that reality takes profit of these various properties for the evolutionary task to prepare genetic variants as a substrate for natural selection. In this view, it is no longer appropriate to consider genetic variants as resulting from errors and accidents. Rather, it is some of the intrinsic properties of matter which can be seen as a primary cause for the generation of genetic variants and thus for biodiversity.
The involvement of products of evolution genes in the generation of genetic variants
In Sections 5.1 and 5.2 reference was already made to genetically determined enzymatic repair systems that can efficiently modulate mutation frequencies of some specific mutagenesis processes. Clearly, these enzyme systems work collaboratively with the nongenetic elements that exert their effects on genetic stability.
On the other hand, we encountered in Section 5.2 several natural, enzymatically driven means of recombining segments of DNA. As a rule, they exert their action only occasionally and they can thereby make essential, innovative contributions to the evolutionary progress. These enzymes act as generators of genetic variants. In some particular cases, it was shown experimentally with bacteria that mutant derivatives without genes for a specific DNA rearrangement process are not affected in their normal physiological growth. This supports the idea that the biological relevance of the concerned enzymes resides primarily in the promotion of biological evolution of the concerned population, rather than in the propagation of individual cells from one generation to the next. On the basis of such evidence, we call the genetic determinants for this kind of DNA rearrangements evolution genes.
It is well known from microbial genetics (see Sections 2 and 5.3) that viruses, as well as some relatively small DNA molecules known as plasmids, can act as natural gene vectors in transduction and in conjugation, respectively. Should we count these genetic elements also among the evolution genes? This could offer a new, positive appreciation of the role of viruses in the living world.
Finally, we can recall here the binary function of bacterial restriction and modification systems already explained in Section 5.3: that of a modulator of the frequency of DNA acquisition and that of a variation generator. Therefore, we also consider the underlying genetic determinants as evolution genes. For some of these systems it was shown that restriction and modification deficient mutants remain unaffected in their physiology.
From this discussion we can conclude that genetic variation depends both, on a series of non-genetic elements that are intrinsic natural properties, and on the products of so-called evolution genes. These products act either as generators of genetic variations or as modulators of the frequencies of genetic variation. In some cases, such as seen with restriction-modification systems, they can exert both of these activities.
Evolution from single-cellular microorganisms to multicellular organisms and beyond
Perhaps we should state here clearly that the theory of molecular evolution does not try to explain how the very first living organisms came about. Rather, it tries to provide a deeper understanding of the evolutionary progress as it occurs in today's world. By extrapolation into the past, we can try to speculate on the early evolutionary progress of the living world. We postulate here that nongenetic properties of matter had already contributed to the early evolution. But today's evolution genes are likely to have their own evolutionary history. Their activities could have been and could still be, substrates for second-order selection at the level of populations of microorganisms [17] . This means that populations having become equipped with evolution genes for variation generators and for the modulation of the frequencies of genetic variation had a definite evolutionary advantage over other populations that were less well prepared for evolution. This long range process of the provision of microorganisms with evolution genes and of the fine-tuning for their specific functions may have formed a good basis for subsequent steps of evolution to higher organisms.
Life and evolution of multicellular organisms are obviously more complex than that of prokaryotic microorganisms. However, increasing evidence for activities of evolution gene products is also seen in higher organisms. Some of these offer their service also to somatic cells, e.g. in repair of DNA damage. Another interesting example is the recombinational manufacture of immune antibody genes in somatic cells of higher animals. It can be mentioned in this context that whenever a useful function may become available in a living organism, it can exert its contribution to a healthy life, with the condition that it does not disturb the overall functional harmony of the cell and of the organism. In conclusion we are confident that the theory of molecular evolution which was largely based on evidence from microbial genetics is generally valid for all living organisms. We assume that evolutionary fitness depends on the ability to apply each of the three basic strategies to generate genetic variants of different quality. Ideally, best evolutionary fitness may relate to the simultaneous presence of more than one enzyme-mediated specific activity for each of the three strategies of mutagenesis.
The challenge for further scientific research
Scientific theories are known to stimulate further research that can either proof or disproof claims and hypothetical aspects. It is to be expected that novel research strategies might offer considerable help to advance our increasingly solid knowledge on the mechanisms of biological evolution. Bioinformatic tools have already shown their usefulness in the systematic comparison of more or less related DNA sequences. It can be hoped that mathematically-based modelling can also provide original contributions to deepen our insights in the ongoing process of evolution of living beings. We must thereby be aware that we have to deal with highly complex systems, including also interdependencies that may a priori not be evident.
Further experimental investigations that are required will certainly face some practical difficulties. If we consider, for example, the principles that guide genetic variation, we become aware that this process is the overall result of a number of different specific molecular mechanisms that can be classified into a few basic strategies. Thereby, genetic variation must be inefficient, since it must not disrupt a certain degree of genetic stability within populations of organisms of a given species. Furthermore, events of genetic variation must be non-reproducible from case to case; at the most, genetic variation can be statistically reproducible. These are conditions to which molecular biologists and biochemists are not accustomed. Based on their long experience with housekeeping genes and their products, they expect the product of a genetic determinant to catalyse reliably and efficiently a reproducible reaction. Genetic variation generators contrast dramatically with this classical mode of action of gene products. In this context, it might be good to mention that spontaneous mutagenesis normally generates genetic alterations more or less randomly along the genome, so that only a small minority of them provides the possibility for evolutionary adaptation to altered physiological or environmental conditions. This rule not only applies to mutations caused by non-genetic elements, it is also relevant for mutations caused by enzymatic variation generators.
Some philosophical implications on our world view
The theory of molecular evolution brings Neodarwinism to the level of the biological molecules and their specific interactions, in particular with regard to the generation of genetic variants. The new elements so far available, strengthen the validity of the Neodarwinian theory of biological evolution considerably. The proposed presence of specific evolution genes in the genome defines a dualism in the genetic content of the genome. Probably the majority of genes function to the benefit of the individual carrying the genetic information. These are housekeeping genes, developmental genes and accessory genes of use under particular life conditions. These genes are normally directly selected for by natural selection exerted mainly on the functions of their products. Generally speaking, these genes serve for the fulfillment of the life of the concerned individual. In contrast, evolution genes serve for the expansion of life, of biodiversity, by their action as generators of genetic variants and/or as modulators of the frequency of genetic variation. Their impact occurs in individuals, but it is effective at the level of a population of a given species. Evolution genes ensure a certain degree of genetic stability on the one hand and an evolutionarily useful number of genetic variants serving as substrate in natural selection. Evolutionary selection and finetuning of evolution genes are postulated to be of second-order at the level of populations. It should be mentioned that a systematic assignment of genetic information to evolution genes is not possible. Some gene products can serve both tasks, for the fulfilment of the individual life and for the expansion of forms of life, although some genes under consideration clearly primarily work to the benefit of biological evolution. To conclude, the proposed genomic dualism is rather unexpected and might have a considerable impact on our world view, in particular with regard to life functions, biodiversity and environmental constraints.
